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Health & Safety should have top priority at all workplaces. The right light level
helps in reducing the number of injuries, while good CRI and lighting uniformity
increase visual comfort and in following also the productivity of people.

On the other hand, industry accounts for a considerable portion of all consumed
energy. To make a change, modern industrial lighting needs to be efficient, using
smart control systems in effective lighting designs and implement technologies
that consume minimal amount of energy. Choose a tailor-made solution with
responsive lighting system and automated data collection.

Make your business in industry safer and more sustainable with SLE.
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REAL-TIME SYSTEM MONITORING
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SAVE ENERGY
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In industrial objects, especially in certain
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CONTROL BY RADIO FREQUENCY

and orientation.

To apply control with RF system a small antenna

COMBINED CONTROL

is implemented in each luminaire through which

If the situation allows, we recommend the

data is transmitted in a mesh network topology.
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intensity control. This combined control will
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ENERGY SAVING

as

IndustryPro
control and monitoring system

FUNCTIONALITY
Industrial LED
Line luminaires

Real time
management

Industrial LED
luminaires
Industrial exterior
luminaires
Daylight sensor
Movement sensor

electric distribution box
Manual control
Control unit
Power measurement
Web controller
Relay

electric distribution box

RF transmitter

RF reciever
230V

IndustryPro RF
control and
monitoring system

230V + DALI
Line control
Blind control
Real time
management

Ethernet / Internet

CENTRAL MONITORING
GRAPHIC USER INTERFACE
The Light Management System (LMS) is controlled through the Graphic User
Interface that is customised according to the specific industry solution. This
advanced platform is designed to monitor and manage the system. Its key modules
make it possible to automatically collect, store and process data; schedule switching;
generate reports about the system status and savings; and send notifications about
failures and system errors. The software is a reliable and effective tool that helps to
reduce operational costs and improve system performance.
BASIC SOFTWARE MODULES

1. Ligth control

2. Scheduler

3. Alerts

4. Energy

Improve comfort and savings
with central monitoring.

100%

UP TO DATE

BENEFITS

NOTIFICATIONS AND REPORTS
The system provides notifications in case
of power failure in a distribution box,

100%
EFFICIENCY

communication error, and luminaire failure.
Notifications are shown within the system
and are sent to users via SMS or email.
The web-based solution offers a wide range

FURTHER BENEFITS:

of reporting options as well that can be

• Access the system from a computer,

selected according to time or event.

PROGRAMMES

tablet, or smart phone
• Detailed overview of allinformation

The solution allows for the use of predefined

about each luminaire, current

lighting scenes, setting up schedules for the

settings and measurements.

groups of luminaires and transparent graphic
demonstration of the planned switching.

• Automated data collection reduces
maintenance costs

INDEPENDENT AND SAFETY
Using a separate server which is delivered
with the system makes it an independent

• User-friendly remote and local
control provides great autonomy

solution with maximum saftey for existing IT
networks.

High quality light in combination
with clever control improve
safety and performance

• Assessment of energy saving reports

ENERGY SAVING
FACTORY MODEL SITUATION
Point-to-point lighting for open areas combined with daylight sensor
maintains the light level and reduces the power consumption.

GHADA
Power consumption: 238 W
Lumen output: 28,800 lm
Lifetime: 100,000 hours
Efficacy: 121 lm/W

Standard illumination
Metalhalide 400 W

New solution:
Dimmable LED luminaires

Ground area:
4200 m2
(60 m x 70 m, height 8 m)

Modular system for
LED module and driver

Operations:
5,840 hours per year
Price for electricity:
0.15 €/kWh
Ambient temperature:
35 °C

INVESTMENT: 18.26 €/m2
ENERGY SAVING: 9.22 €/m2/year
MAINTENANCE SAVING*: 3,200 €

Lighting management system:
motion detector,
lighting intensity sensor
Central monitoring system:
telemanagement,
consumption overview,
real time savings,
real time monitoring,
signal service

PAYBACK TIME: 2.4 year
CO2 SAVING: 47.5 t/year
TOTAL SAVING*: 103,882.4 €

81%

* counted with 5 years running time / warranty 7 years

WAREHOUSE MODEL SITUATION
Continuous lighting line, mounted parallel with racks, including motion
detection for provision of great autonomy, user-comfort and savings.

Choose the right lighting control
to maximize the saving potential

SMART L
Power consumption: 80 W
Lumen output: 10,650 lm
Lifetime: 50,000 hours
Efficacy: 133 lm/W

Standard illumination
Line luminaire 2x58W

New solution:
Dimmable LED luminaires

Ground area:
3030 m2
(49 m x 63 m, height 8 m)

Modular system for
LED module and driver

Operations:
8,760 hours per year
Price for electricity:
0.15 €/kWh
Ambient temperature:
35 °C

Lighting management system:
motion detector,
lighting intensity sensor
Central monitoring system:
telemanagement,
consumption overview,
real time savings,
real time monitoring,
signal service

* counted with 5 years running time / warranty 5 years

INVESTMENT: 18.24 €/m2
ENERGY SAVING: 7.16 €/m2/year
MAINTENANCE SAVING*: 9,000 €
PAYBACK TIME: 2.55 year
CO2: 48.77 t/year
TOTAL SAVING*: 62,152.3 €

81%
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